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Each cookbook in Quail Ridge Press' acclaimed Best of the Best State Cookbook Series contains

favorite recipes submitted from the most popular cookbooks published in the state. The cookbooks

are contributed by junior leagues, community organizations, popular restaurants, noted chefs, and

just plain good cooks. From best-selling favorites to small community treasures, each contributing

cookbook is featured in a catalog section that provides a description and ordering information -- a

bonanza for anyone who collects cookbooks.Beautiful photographs, interesting facts, original

illustrations and delicious recipes capture the special flavor of each state.
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I grew up just outside of Baton Rouge, so I know what "authentic Cajun food" is supposed to be.

The recipes in here are a compilation of recipe books my mother used: River Road Recipes (I & II),

Tiger Bait, Jambalaya, Talk About Good, and a bunch of others (hence the name...Best of the Best).

Most of the recipes are pretty straight-forward and easy (though occasionally time-consuming). My

wife and I both love to cook, and when she lets me cook, this is the first book I pull down. Be sure to

try the "Jambalaya Bread Pudding" recipe (from the cookbook titled "Jambalaya"). Every time I bake

it, I get asked for the recipe.

I have had this book for years and also the Best of the Best from Louisiana II. This is a great book

(and set) to own. I have many friends out of state and out of the country and I always use this book



for personal gifts. Everyone is always thrilled to receive it. I live outside of New Orleans proper and

the recipes are authentic and delicious, a great combination of most of the best recipes of the state.

This book is truly the Best of the Best!

The best compilation of Louisianna cuisine. Everything from appetizers to desserts!

these series of books have got outstanding recipies in each i have other books in this series and

since i am a chef by profession they are worth having for your kitchen. if you are looking for reginal

recipies from around the counrty they are worth having i highly recommend them

All the recipes I've tried from this cookbook have been great.

I love Louisiana and New Orleans has a very special place in my heart. I love everything about

Louisiana, especially it cuisine, because it is a diverse and reflects it's melting pot of cultures that

have colored its history. I love to cook and while I just received the book and haven't tried any of the

recipes, I love how it is organized. The print is easy to read and the directions are simple and easy

to understand. The book is organized into categories and offers variations and many choices. Even

though it is plastic bound, I find the pages turn easily. There numerous recipes representing all of

Louisiana. I purchased this book used and I am impressed with all aspects. I can't wait to try these

recipes: Lemon Tequila Souffle, Stuffed Eggplant, and Green Onion and Potato Soup. I love

cooking and have for many, many years. I have never crossed paths with recipes like this. Also, this

book includes all the well-known dishes associated with this region. The other thing I love about this

book is that recipes handed down are included. These recipes are rare jewels. This isn't a coffee

table book and it isn't a showy production. What it is, is a cook book with some really awesome

recipes.

Excellent collection of real recipes from real locals. Captures timeless flavors. Straight format of

recipes makes reading and reference very handy. The title is true.

If you have time on your hands and would like to try something new at home on a day off, this is a

great cook book to try that with. My family is from Louisiana, but I was born and raised in California.

So its fun to cook something my family can enjoy eating and remember good times together. Family

bonds over dinner :o)
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